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Insecticide resistance evolves extremely rapidly, providing an illuminating
model for the study of adaptation. With climate change reshaping species
distribution, pest and disease vector control needs rethinking to include the
effects of environmental variation and insect stress physiology. Here, we
assessed how both long-term adaptation of populations to temperature and
immediate temperature variation affect the genetic architecture of DDT
insecticide response in Drosophila melanogaster. Mortality assays and behavioural assays based on continuous activity monitoring were used to assess
the interaction between DDT and temperature on three field-derived populations from climate extremes (Raleigh for warm temperate, Tasmania for
cold oceanic and Queensland for hot tropical). The Raleigh population
showed the highest mortality to DDT, whereas the Queensland population,
epicentre for derived alleles of the resistance gene Cyp6g1, showed the lowest. Interaction between insecticide and temperature strongly affected mortality, particularly for the Tasmanian population. Activity profiles analysed
using self-organizing maps show that the insecticide promoted an early
response, whereas elevated temperature promoted a later response. These
distinctive early or later activity phases revealed similar responses to temperature and DDT dose alone but with more or less genetic variance depending
on the population. This change in genetic variance among populations suggests that selection particularly depleted genetic variance for DDT response
in the Queensland population. Finally, despite similar (co)variation between
traits in benign conditions, the genetic responses across population differed
under stressful conditions. This showed how stress-responsive genetic variation only reveals itself in specific conditions and thereby escapes potential
trade-offs in benign environments.

Introduction
As climate change is shifting the distribution of pest
and disease vectors, renewed efforts in pest management strategies are required. However, pest species
have often evolved some degree of resistance when
confronted to lethal dose of insecticides, proving
the limits of current strategies. In times of major
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uncertainty about the climate and the emergence of
new pests, understanding the interplay between resistance and adaptation to climate is a pressing question
in evolutionary biology.
Lessons from the past offer valuable opportunity
to improve strategies for tomorrow: over the past
sixty years, massive amounts of the insecticide DDT
(1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethane)
were
applied worldwide to control pests and disease vectors.
This widespread and nonspecific selection pressure has
driven the emergence and diffusion of resistance alleles,
making insecticide exposure the best example of how
insect populations adapt to stressful environments
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(Crow, 1966; Merrell, 1994). Despite being banned in
most countries, DDT is still in use in some parts of the
world and remains a persistent pollutant in natural
ecosystems because of its environmental stability, acute
toxicity and low water solubility (World Health Organization, 1989; Eskenazi et al., 2009). DDT thus provides
an unmatched opportunity to investigate how a systematic and well defined selective pressure with global,
albeit uneven distribution, has shaped insects’ natural
populations. Moreover, as geographically dispersed populations of insects have come in contact with DDT, we
can ask to which extent adaptation to climate alters the
genetic architecture of insecticide resistance.
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has a cosmopolitan distribution, adapting to diverse climates from tropical to temperate, and has colonized human-modified
environments, therefore being exposed to high
amounts of insecticides. With respect to climate adaptation, the distribution of genetic variation in
D. melanogaster has been extensively studied along the
North American and East Australian coasts (Weeks
et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2008; Paaby et al., 2010;
Fabian et al., 2012; Reinhardt et al., 2014; Adrion et al.,
2015). Despite independent colonization and demographic histories, some degree of parallel evolution
across these continents was observed for the loci
believed to increase thermotolerance, with allele frequencies changing with latitude (Rako et al., 2007; van
Heerwaarden & Sgr
o, 2011). This strong genetic differentiation demonstrates the importance of thermal adaptation and allows sampling populations specifically
preadapted to different temperature regimes. In addition to genetic adaptation, a population may respond to
environmental stress through phenotypic plasticity, that
is the expression of an altered phenotype for a given
genotype across different environments (Meril€a & Hendry, 2014). In Drosophila simulans, high plasticity in
thermal tolerance was shown to bear a significant fitness cost and to be under significant genetic constraint
(Bubliy et al., 2013); however, it is unclear whether
plasticity is a ubiquitous solution to a changing environment. A powerful way to disentangle adaptation
from plasticity is to investigate populations originating
from diverse regions where they have adapted to particular climates and to assess them in multiple environments. The adaptive hypothesis can thus be assessed by
testing populations of different origin in a common
environment and the plasticity hypothesis by testing a
specific population across multiple environments.
Resistance to DDT was observed as early as 1947
(Brown, 1958), and attributed to the metabolism of
DDT into nontoxic DDE (Perry, 1960). In D. melanogaster, the cytochrome P450-encoding gene Cyp6g1
contributes to DDT resistance in many populations
(Daborn et al., 2002). Long-standing exposure to DDT
has triggered the gradual evolution of the Cyp6g1 locus
from the ancestral and susceptible M haplotype to
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highly resistant AA, BA and BP haplotypes that have
emerged via gene duplication and multiple transposable
element insertions (Accord, HMS-Beagle and P-elements),
increasing gene expression (Schmidt et al., 2010). Interestingly, the resistant haplotypes have not reached global fixation and the Accord retrotransposon was found
to follow a pattern of latitudinal differentiation in the
USA and in Australia (Catania et al., 2004; Turner et al.,
2008). Temperature variation is therefore a potential
explanation for this heterogeneous distribution of resistance alleles. More generally, temperature has frequently shown to modulate insecticide mortality, with
a surprisingly inconsistent effect across taxa and insecticides (Amarasekare & Edelson, 2004; Muturi et al.,
2011; Janssens et al., 2014). However, this modulating
effect has never been investigated for multiple populations of a single species.
Here, we investigate the response of three populations of D. melanogaster sampled from different climatic
regions, to gradients of DDT and temperature. The sample represents populations from a hot tropical climate
in North Queensland (Australia), from a warm temperate climate in Raleigh, North Carolina (USA) and a cool
oceanic climate in Tasmania (Australia). We first measured the effect of temperature on DDT mortality to test
the extent of plasticity within and across populations of
different climatic origins. Then, we used a more sensitive assay that monitored the activity of flies continuously over the 24 h of the exposure to specific DDT
and temperature combinations. Substantial changes in
activity regime were observed over time, leading to the
identification of two temporally distinct phases of
response over the course of the stress exposure. These
phases were further analysed as function-valued traits
to estimate the genetic component of the variance for
all DDT and temperature combinations in a unified
model. Finally, the values of the functions for activity
metrics and mortality under specific regimes of temperature and DDT dose were used to determine the level
of genetic constraint within population using genetic
variance/covariance matrices (G-matrices) analysis.
Altogether, our study reported extensive interaction
between DDT and temperature and showed how
increasing tolerance to DDT across populations was correlated with reducing genetic variance for activity traits.
Despite similar trait variation in benign conditions, the
response to stress was heterogeneous across populations, probably due to differences in the intensity of
selection for stress resistance each population has faced.

Materials and methods
Drosophila melanogaster source populations,
breeding and maintenance
To study the behavioural effect of DDT combined with
temperature stress, three naturally sourced populations
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were used: a set of inbred lines from the Drosophila
Reference Genetic Panel (DGRP; Mackay et al., 2012;
Table S1) originally sourced from Raleigh (North Carolina, USA); a cool-climate population from Hobart (Tasmania, Australia); and a hot-climate population from
Innisfail (Queensland, Australia). To be able to compare
the Australian field-caught populations (which had
been maintained for 12 generations as mass bred populations) to the highly inbred DGRP, these were inbred
by single-pair brother–sister mating for 10 generations
to increase homozygosity. All flies were bred in constant 25 °C in 250-mL plastic bottles under permanent
light to remove the influence of circadian rhythm.
Insecticide susceptibility and the activity of insecticide
degrading enzymes exhibit circadian rhythms (Hooven
et al., 2009; Beaver et al., 2010). However, as circadian
rhythm varies between lines (Low et al., 2012; and personal observations of DGRP lines) and as it is credible
that it is also affected by temperature – a key variable
of our experimentation (Hamby et al., 2013) – we
decided to minimize its influence by maintaining flies
in constant light (Hooven et al., 2009). The culture
media was based on Bloomington corn media. The
founder populations represented an initial 192 genotypes for the Raleigh (DGRP) population, 30 for the
Tasmania and 30 for the Queensland population,
respectively. Unless stated otherwise, all assays were
performed using 10 nonvirgin female flies aged
between 5 and 12 days with at least four replicates for
each dose/temperature/genotype combination. Flies
were left 24 h to recover in holding vials after being
sorted on a CO2 gas plate.
Population sampling and selection of a reference
middle-DDT dose
To compare the populations with minimal sampling
bias, reference subsets of 12 genotypes were chosen for
each population. These subsets included the genotypes
having a maximally different response to DDT within
each population. This was based on two phenotypes
measured in the same experiment: proportion of flies
knocked down after 3 h of exposure to DDT (3hKD)
and proportion of mortality after 24 h (24hDT). Assays
were performed using 10-mL glass vials coated with a
solution of DDT diluted in 200 lL acetone, stoppered
with a cotton ball soaked in 5% sucrose and placed at
constant 25 °C.
Due to dramatic differences in DDT dose–response, a
reference middle-DDT dose was first determined for
each population to approximate the lethal dose for
50% of the population (LD50). This was measured in a
24-h-and-25 °C assay with each population tested as
bulk of 50 randomly chosen females for three different
doses (30, 120 and 480 lg per 10-mL vial). For the
Raleigh and Tasmania populations, we identified 60
and 120 lg of DDT as the round doses the closest to

the LD50, respectively. For the Queensland population,
due to extremely high resistance, no mortality above
40% was observed when exposed to 480 lg, which led
us to use 480 lg of DDT as low dose in subsequent
assays. For the Raleigh, Tasmania and Queensland populations, we measured 3hKD and 24hDT when exposed
to 60, 120 and 480 lg of DDT, respectively. At these
doses, variance in 24hDT was equal among populations
(Bartlett’s K-squared = 0.72567, P = 0.6957). However,
variance in 3hKD was greater in the initial Queensland
population (Bartlett’s K-squared = 24.951, P = 3.819e-06),
but no difference in 3hKD was seen between the
Raleigh
and
Tasmania
populations
(Bartlett’s
K-squared = 1.0983, P = 0.2946). Finally, 12 genotypes
maximizing variability for the two traits were selected
for each population (Fig. S1).
Molecular characterization of neutral RFLP markers
and the Cyp6g1 haplotype
PCR based RFLP assays were performed to characterize
the level of neutral molecular diversity present in the
samples. Genomic DNA was extracted from ~10 adult
flies following a CTAB Phenol-Chloroform extraction
protocol. Thirteen different sets of primers corresponding to markers 2L1, 2L3, 2L5, 2R2, 2R4, 2R6, 3L1, 3L3,
3L5, 3R1, 3R3, X3 and X5 from Mackay et al. (2012)
were used to amplify DNA fragments, restrictiondigested and visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis.
In addition, Cyp6g1, shown to be a major DDT resistance gene in Drosophila (Daborn et al., 2002), was
genotyped. Cyp6g1 encodes a P450 oxidase whose
expression level has been associated with variation in
resistance (Daborn et al., 2002; Festucci-Buselli et al.,
2005; Chung et al., 2007). The Cyp6g1 gene exhibits
copy number variation and the resistance haplotypes
are marked by various transposable elements. The
ancestral susceptible haplotype has a single-gene copy
and has no insertion (referred to as the M or ‘minus’
haplotype), and then, the successive insertion of the
Accord LTR element, the HMS-Beagle retrotransposon
and a partial P-element steadily increased the Cyp6g1
expression level and gave rise to the ‘Accord-Accord’
(AA), ‘Beagle-Accord’ (BA) and ‘Beagle-P-element’ (BP)
haplotypes, all of which have at least one copy of
Cyp6g1 (Schmidt et al., 2010). To specifically test the
effect of the Cyp6g1 haplotype on the activity response
to DDT, the presence of Accord/Beagle/P-element was
genotyped in the Tasmanian and Queensland population based on the three PCR assays of (Schmidt et al.,
2010; primers HI, LI, JK) and retrieved from the DGRP
database for the Raleigh population. The amplicon typing matched those described in Schmidt et al. (2010)
with the exception of a novel haplotype found once in
the Tasmanian and once in the Queensland population.
This novel haplotype had at least two copies of Cyp6g1
(primers JK) and an HMS-Beagle insertion upstream of
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at least one of these copies (LI); however, the HI
primers which bridge the Accord transposable element
insertion sites failed to produce an amplicon, perhaps
because of primer binding site polymorphism or
because of further indel events. We therefore refer to
this new haplotype as the BX haplotype.
Activity monitoring assays under changing
temperature and DDT concentration
Fly activity was measured using the Drosophila Activity
Monitoring system (DAM6, Trikinetics, Waltham, MA,
USA). The DAM6 system consists of a Plexiglass support where tubes carrying flies are inserted so that
infrared beams record any crossing of the tube over a
given time as a proxy for activity. Each 10-mL vial containing 10 females and a specific dose of DDT was
inserted in the DAM6, and the flies were allowed to
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recover from manipulation stress for an hour after
which the number of crossings was recorded every two
minutes over 23 h. Assays were performed at three different temperatures (20 °C, 25 °C and 30 °C) and four
population-specific doses approximately corresponding
to control, half the population LD50 (low dose), LD50
(medium dose, but see previous sections for the
Queensland population) and twice the LD50 (high
dose). These doses corresponded to 0, 30, 60 and
120 lg of DDT in 10-mL vials for the Raleigh population; 0, 60, 120 and 240 lg of DDT for the Tasmania
population; and 0, 480, 960 and 1920 lg of DDT for
the Queensland population. For any combination of
temperature and genotype, all different doses were run
side by side and replicated twice in one assay and twice
at a later date to avoid potential batch effects. After
24 h, the tubes were pulled out of the DAM6 unit and
mortality was scored (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Mortality to DDT for a gradient of temperature for 12 genotypes of each of the three populations. A specific DDT dose range was
used for each population, expressed in lg per 10-mL vial bearing 10 females. For Raleigh: Control = 0 lg, Low = 30 lg, Mid = 60 lg,
High = 120 lg; for Tasmania: Control = 0 lg, Low = 60 lg, Mid = 120 lg, High = 240 lg; and for Queensland: Control = 0 lg,
Low = 480 lg, Mid = 960 lg, High = 1920 lg. The dose range for each population was chosen so mortality was similar across population
for the mid dose at 25 °C (ANOVA, P > 0.3).
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Self-organizing map analysis
Log-transformed activity counts over time were analysed
using Kohonen’s self-organizing map method (SOM;
Kohonen, 2001) as implemented in the R\kohonen package (Wehrens & Buydens, 2007). Activity over time profiles were projected over a 6 9 7 hexagonal nontoroidal
map (the opposite edges of the map are not connected)
with a run length of 10 000, defining 42 units, each representing a consensus profile between activity readings
sharing a similar pattern. This SOM size was determined
by minimizing the distance between each map unit and
the observed activity profiles mapped to this unit (the
smaller the better), penalized by the overall size of the
map. After map units were defined through SOM as presented in Fig. 2a, the units were clustered into groups.
These groups were defined through hierarchical clustering weighted by the count (frequency of observing a
specific behaviour type; Fig. 2b) and the mortality associated with the profiles supporting each unit (Fig. 2c, d),
using the ‘flat’ and most frequently observed profile of
the experiment as reference (Group 1).
The effects of the population of origin, temperature
and DDT dose nested in the population effect and

Cyp6g1 promoter type on the belonging to a behavioural group were tested through multinomial logistic
regression using the multinom() function of the R\nnet
package in the following model:
logð

logð

PrðYi ¼ 2Þ
Þ ¼ a2 Pop þ b2 Cyp6g1 þ c2 Temp * Pop
PrðYi ¼ 1Þ
þ d2 Dose * Pop
...

PrðYi ¼ kÞ
Þ ¼ ak Pop þ bk Cyp6g1 þ ck Temp * Pop
PrðYi ¼ 1Þ
þ dk Dose * Pop

for the k groups, where a, b, c and d are the predictors
of the log-odds ratio of behaving like Group {2,. . .,k}
instead of reference Group 1. The significance of the
logistic regression coefficients was assessed using z-tests.
Modelling of early and later activity and mortality
Twenty-three-hour activity profiles were divided into
two phases: first an early activity phase followed by a
later activity phase. This is justified because mortality

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 2 Self-organizing map of the activity profiles over 23 h. Activity is measured as the number of cross of an infrared beam sitting in the
middle of the 10-mL vial per individual fly (10 females per vial) on the DAM6 system (Trikinetics, MA, USA). a) The 42 units of the maps
were defined to best represent the profiles in the 1752 observations. The groups (Gr.) correspond to clusters of similar profiles based on
hierarchical clustering weighted by the count and mortality observed (see Materials and Methods). b–f) Count plots reporting the number
times a given unit was observed in the data for specific sets of conditions. N: number of observation used in each analysis. X: units not
observed in the specific set of conditions.
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was significantly greater in Group 5, corresponding to a
profile with intense early activity which sharply
decreased afterwards. Early and later activity levels
were computed as the sum of the activity counts from
the beginning of the experiment to the breakpoint time
and from the breakpoint time to the end of the experiment, respectively. The breakpoint time between the
two phases was determined as the time for which the
early activity was maximally correlated with mortality
and the early and later activity minimally correlated
using Pearson’s moment. Finally, to analyse the overall
response to temperature and DDT in the different populations and to determine how much variation was present within population, the early activity, later activity
and mortality were analysed independently for each
population using Bayesian general linear mixed models
implemented in the R\MCMCglmm package (Hadfield,
2010) as:
Yij ¼ aTemp þ bDose þ cTemp2 þ dDose2
þ gTemp * Dose þ ji Geno þ ki Geno * Temp
þ ni Geno * Dose þ eij
where a, b, c, d and g are the predictors of the fixed
effects of temperature and dose; ji, ki and ζi are the
predictors of the random genotype effects; and eij is the
residual term. The MCMC sampling was run 25 000
times with a burn-in period of 5000 iteration and a
thinning interval of 20. The models were subsequently
adjusted by removing nonsignificant fixed effects or
random effect based on deviance information criteria
(DIC) to optimize the model fit.

Measuring genetic constraint in the genetic
variance/covariance structure across populations
Matrices of variance/covariance (G-matrices) between
traits for each population were extracted from the solution of the adjusted mixed-linear models described previously for five subsets of experimental conditions,
centred on the population mean, and each subset of
traits was compared across populations using the
indices and tests suggested in Charmantier et al. (2014).
The five subsets of traits corresponded to (i) all traits in
all temperature and DDT dose conditions, (ii) traits for
all temperature in the absence of DDT (control),
(iii) traits for all temperature in the presence of DDT
(dose > 0), (iv) traits for the 25 °C temperature for all
DDT conditions (control and all DDT doses) and (v)
traits for the low- and high-temperature conditions
(20 °C and 30 °C) for all DDT conditions. We first computed the sum of all eigenvalues as an index of the
total genetic variance available and the maximum variance along the first eigenvector relative to all eigenvalues (Kirkpatrick, 2009). Modified Mantel test was then
used to test proportionality between G-matrices, and
random skewers test was used to test similarity in
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response to perturbation of the G-matrices based on the
R functions provided in Roff et al. (2012). Finally, the
properties of the common subspace between two
G-matrices and the angle between the first eigenvector
of these G-matrices were measured using Krzanowski
common subspace test (Krzanowski, 1979) as implemented in the MCMCglmm\Krzanowski.test() function.
Significance levels for all tests described here were
assessed by comparing the observed test statistic to the
null distribution obtained through randomization (randomly reallocating individuals to one of the two populations compared). Random draws were performed by
permuting 1000 times the lines of the two G-matrices
compared in a given test. For the random skewers test,
100 skewers were drawn from a uniform U(1,1) distribution. To obtain robust estimates, the solution of
the MCMCglmm models were computed five times
independently and for each set of solutions, the 1000randomization procedure was run five times, this
ensured stable sampling of P-values for all the tests
described previously.

Results
Molecular diversity in sampled populations
To represent contrasted climatic origins, three populations were sampled: a warm-temperate reference population in Raleigh (NC, USA), a hot-tropical population
in Innisfail (Queensland, Australia) and a cool-oceanic
population in Hobart (Tasmania, Australia). For each
population, 12 inbred lines were selected from larger
initial populations to jointly maximize the diversity in
response to DDT for 3-hour knockdown and 24-hour
mortality phenotypes (Fig. S1). We first tested that the
sampling scheme lead to an even representation of
neutral genetic diversity across populations using 13
RFLP markers scattered over the genome. All 13 makers were polymorphic in each of the three population
samples (Table S1) with a Nei diversity index (Nei,
1978) computed from these markers of 0.35 for the
Raleigh population, 0.41 for the Tasmania population
and 0.41 for the Queensland population. These
similar Nei index values suggested no dramatic
difference in levels of neutral molecular diversity
between populations, allowing further cross-population
comparison.
The haplotype structure of the Cyp6g1 resistance
locus was also examined with molecular markers and
showed within and among population diversity
(Table S1). The Raleigh population was the only population bearing the DDT susceptible ancestral M haplotype (frequency = 0.1), with most individuals having
the moderately resistant Accord-Accord (AA, frequency = 0.7) and Beagle-Accord (BA, frequency = 0.2)
haplotypes. The Tasmanian population consisted in
mostly AA haplotype (frequency = 0.8) with one BA
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and one Beagle-uncharacterized allele (BX) haplotype
(frequency = 0.1 and 0.1, respectively). Finally, BA
haplotype was less frequent in the Queensland population (frequency = 0.5) than in the other population
(t-test, P < 0.01) with a single BX haplotype
(frequency = 0.08), whereas the highly resistant BeagleP-element haplotype (BP, frequency = 0.42) was more
frequent than in the other populations (t-test, P < 0.01).
Temperature-modulated mortality to DDT
The mortality of lines exposed to DDT was very
different across populations (Fig. 1). The Raleigh
population was the most susceptible (LD50 for all three
temperatures = 52 lg), the Tasmanian was intermediary (LD50 = 301 lg) and the Queensland was the most
resistant (the extrapolated LD50 = 405 924 lg). Given
this dramatic difference in DDT sensitivity, we selected
a dose for each population such that mortality across
populations was similar at the reference temperature
of 25 °C (60 lg per 10-mL vial for the Raleigh
population; 120 lg for the Tasmania population; and
960 lg for the Queensland population; ANOVA,
F2,89 = 1.216, P = 0.301). These doses were assigned to
the middle doses where each population had a separate
series of three doses such that low dose = middle dose/
2 and high dose = 29 middle dose. Despite some discrepancies in the Raleigh/25 °C and the Queensland/
20 °C assays, increasing DDT dose increased mortality
(GLM, F3,1304 = 148.79, P < 0.001) among the other
seven population-by-temperature combinations.
Once the DDT dose gradient was determined, we
tested whether the mortality to DDT was modulated by
the temperature. Indeed, temperature variation (20 °C,
25 °C or 30 °C) significantly affected mortality (GLM,
F2,1305 = 39.23, P < 0.01). The populations responded
differently to the temperature gradient; the Tasmania
population showed high plasticity with decreasing
mortality at higher temperatures, the Queensland
population was only moderately effected by temperature, whereas the Raleigh population showed lower
mortality at 25 °C (Fig. 1). t-Tests on the linear models
across all populations show that 20 °C and 30 °C led to
higher mortality and thus could be considered more
stressful conditions (t20 °C vs. 25 °C = 5.78, P < 0.001
and t25 °C vs. 30 °C = 1.38, P < 0.001). Altogether, the
extensive variation in mortality rate across experimental conditions reflected how temperature variation
modulated the level of mortality to a gradient of DDT
dose, promoting different levels of stress response
within and across populations.
Activity patterns associated with exposure to DDT
and temperature variation
To sensitively examine the stress response over the
course of the exposure to DDT and temperature, the

activity of flies was monitored in real time over 23 h.
The activity profiles ranged from continuously low
activity to dramatic activity change over time. To
identify discrete patterns in these data, activity profiles were classified using a self-organizing map
(SOM; Kohonen, 2001). The 1732 activity readings
(36 lines from three populations, three doses plus
control, three temperatures and four to six replicates)
were classified into 42 activity profile types arrayed
within a SOM (Fig. 2a). The most common activity
profile corresponded to monotonous and low activity
in the top-left corner of the map and was considered
as the reference in further analyses. The map mainly
distinguished two features of the activity profiles: the
profiles with an early activity peak on the bottom-left
corner and with a later increase in activity in the
top-right corner. In addition, the top-left corner corresponded to low activity for both early and late
phases of the assay period, in opposition to the bottom-right corner having high activity for both early
and late phases. The 42 activity profiles were further
clustered into five groups (see Materials and Methods), resulting in: Group 1 including solely the reference activity profile; Group 2 including activity
profiles deviating only slightly from the Group 1;
Group 3 including profiles with later activity peak
and overall low mortality; Group 4 including profiles
with both high early and later activity; and Group 5
including profiles with early activity peak and high
mortality. Details of the count for each population
and condition are reported in Fig. S2a-c.
The temperature, DDT dose and population of origin
had a significant influence in determining the activity
profile of flies (multinomial logistic regression; Table 1).
Increase in temperature particularly triggered a Group
3 type of activity response for all three populations (e.g.
from Table 1, we can see that for every additional Celsius degree, the Raleigh population exhibits exp
(0.60) = 1.82 more chance to show a Group 3 than a
Group 1 activity profile); Group 4 was less affected by
temperature. In contrast, an increase in DDT dose generally increased the likeliness of a Group 5 response [in
the Raleigh population: increasing the DDT dose from
low to middle or from middle to high increases the
chance of observing a Group 5 activity profile by exp
(0.94) = 2.56] but was highly unlikely to promote
Group 3 or 4 responses. The exception to this was the
Tasmania population, which was more likely to exhibit
a Group 5 response irrespective of the temperature or
DDT dose. In addition, the presence of Cyp6g1 BA
(n = 283 observations with this haplotype in the whole
data set) or BP (n = 392) resistant haplotypes reduced
the likeliness of observing a Group 5 response,
strengthening the proposition that Group 5 reflects a
DDT susceptible profile. The estimates for the BX and M
haplotypes effects have to be interpreted with caution
due to their low frequency in the data.
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Table 1 Log of the odds for the logistic regression explaining the presence in particular behavioural groups (1 is the reference).
Cyp6g1 promoter type

Population
Group

RAL†

2
3
4
5

3.16*
13.30**
5.69**
3.97*

TAS

QLD

CypBA

7.10**
3.86NS
6.12*
7.62**

1.83
0.56NS
1.47NS
0.42NS
NS

1.47**
1.36**
2.45**
3.44**

CypBX
NS

1.22
1.68NS
2.55*
0.42NS

CypBP
1.29*
1.63*
2.08NS
3.99**

Temperature
CypM
10.54**
10.12**
10.34**
12.15**

Dose within Population

RAL

TAS

QLD

0.22*
0.60**
0.34**
0.15*

0.06
0.44**
0.12*
0.09NS
NS

0.33**
0.62**
0.31**
0.32**

RAL

TAS
NS

0.25
0.46NS
0.57*
0.94**

QLD

0.23
1.24**
1.57**
0.07NS
NS

0.45*
0.09NS
0.50*
0.88**

The level of significance was assessed using z-tests; NS, nonsignificant.
*P < 0.05.
**P < 0.001.
†The column reports the combined effect of the intercept of the model and the specific effect of the Raleigh population.

The exploratory 42 SOM profiles were further
analysed as function-valued trait so that the DDT and
temperature responses could be modelled over a continuous gradient. Two quantitative traits were derived
to describe the key changes in activity regime over the
course of the stress exposure. As the most distinct
phases revealed by the SOM analysis of the activity
profiles was the presence of a distinctive early and later
phase, the transition between the two phases was
determined to occur at a breakpoint time of 10 h
40 min (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S3). The
early activity and later activity were defined as two
continuous traits by summing the activity counts over
the time each phase lasted, and those traits were subsequently analysed in a quantitative genetics framework.
Within and across population response to
temperature and DDT
To determine the extent of genetic variation involved in
the insecticide response within populations, the sum of
early and later phase activity as well as mortality
observed after 24 h were analysed using mixed-linear
models (Table 2). The solutions of the models are
presented in Fig. 3, with the fixed effects of the abiotic
factors (temperature and DDT dose) presented as population-specific response surfaces and the superimposed
random effect of within-population genetic variation
presented as heatmaps. Altogether, these mixed-linear
models explained a very substantial proportion of phenotype variation with global R2 of 0.53 for early activity,
0.69 for later activity and 0.72 for mortality. Among all
fixed effects (temperature2, temperature, dose2, dose
and temperature-by-dose), the interaction between temperature and DDT was the only fixed effect significant
for all traits (early activity, later activity and mortality)
in all three populations. Despite quantitative differences
in the magnitude of the fixed effects, for each trait, the
shape of the response at the whole population level (not
including the genetic differences within population) was
fairly consistent across populations.
In all models, all three random effects (genotype, genotype-by-temperature and genotype-by-dose) improved

the models fit based on Deviance Information Criterion
(DIC). For all traits and populations, genetic effects had
the highest variance when exposed to high temperature
and to low-DDT dose. However, the levels of withinpopulation genetic variance differed dramatically across
populations. The Raleigh population showed the overall
highest genetic variance with less than 32% of the total
phenotypic variance left as residual (for early activity;
Table 2). Furthermore, the variance of the genotype-bytemperature effect for early activity and mortality was
greater than the one of the genotype-by-dose effect,
showing stronger temperature related genetic plasticity.
Tasmania showed an intermediate level of overall genetic
variation (Fig. 3) but with stronger temperature plasticity
(variance of the genotype-by-temperature effect always
greater than that of the genotype-by-dose effect; Table 2).
The Queensland population showed altogether much less
genetic variance with between 51 and 84% of residual
variance. Furthermore, in contrast to the other populations, the variance of the genotype-by-dose effect was
greater than any other genetic variance, perhaps reflecting the fact that this is the only population sample with
the highly resistant BP haplotypes.
Genetic constraint in the response to temperature
and DDT gradient
The level of genetic correlation among traits based on
the solution from the mixed models differed substantially across the different conditions. Increasing the
temperature significantly increased the correlation
among traits, suggesting increased constraint (Fig. 4).
In the contrary, increasing the insecticide dose reduced
this correlation, suggesting that DDT stress induced
more diverse trait combinations among genotypes. To
determine whether the genetic constraint in trait variation within population was different between benign
and stressful conditions (i.e. temperature extremes and
presence of DDT), trait genetic variance and covariance
matrices (G-matrices) for particular temperature and
DDT dose conditions were extracted from the mixedlinear models. Each population’s G-matrices were
defined to specifically contrast the traits response to
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Fixed effects (regression coefficient)

Later activity
Random effects (variance)

Fixed Effects (regression coefficient)

Early activity
Random effects (variance)

P (> z)

Intercept
Temp
Temp2
Dose
Dose2
Temp 9 Dose

5E-04***
5E-04***
5E-04***
5E-04***
5E-04***

0.41
0.09
0.09
0.41
z-Score
4.90
4.82
4.26
4.44
7.18

16626.08
3639.45
3428.87
16369.39
post.mean
3546.22
286.86
5.07
NI
2.08E-02
-0.16

P (> z)

5932.31

DIC

Geno
Geno 9 Temp
Geno 9 Dose
Residual

5E-04***

4.34

r2/rp2

0.043*
0.035*
0.046*
5E-04***

1.92
2.04
1.91
4.08

1888.70
163.83
3.06
2.77
NI
0.11

Intercept
Temp
Temp2
Dose
Dose2
Temp 9 Dose

r2

post.mean

z-Score

post.mean

NI
NI
1.93
8.29E-03
4.57E-02

352.69

post.mean

328.57
14760.92
2779.67
11862.24

r2

7982.64

1497.31
138.67
2.64
NI
3.47E-03
5.07E-02

6215.99
2234.24
1683.27
6413.34

0.32
0.28
0.08
0.32

r2

r2

r2/rp2

7582.04

5715.11

Tasmania population

10024.13
8952.71
2536.16
10208.60

Geno
Geno 9 Temp
Geno 9 Dose
residual

DIC

Raleigh population

4.04
5.98
3.78

12.90

z-Score

0.01
0.50
0.09
0.40

5E-04***
5E-04***
5E-04***

5E-04***

P (> z)

5E-04***
5E-04***

5.03
7.56

r2/rp2

5E-04***
5E-04***
5E-04***

P (> z)

3.27
3.71
3.54

z-Score

0.38
0.14
0.10
0.39

r2/rp2

360.86
27.06
NI
NI
1.20E-04
1.23E-02

post.mean

234.23
642.88
3826.70
14941.43

r2

7955.99

1545.34
136.11
2.61
NI
7.75E-05
5.32E-03

post.mean

142.02
1334.13
2486.08
20383.22

r2

8150.04

7.19
9.42

7.87
14.26

z-Score

0.01
0.03
0.19
0.76

r2/rp2

4.59
4.02

3.39
3.66
3.52

z-Score

0.01
0.05
0.10
0.84

r2/rp2

Queensland population

Table 2 Posterior mean variance and regression coefficient estimates and P-values for the mixed-linear model explaining the behavioural traits in each population. Empty cells
correspond to nonsignificant effects not included in the final model.

5E-04***
5E-04***

5E-04***
5E-04***

P (> z)

5E-04***
5E-04***

5E-04***
5E-04***
5E-04***

P (> z)
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5E-04***

0.014*

4.49

2.51

0.046*
2.01

9.75
3.12
8.74

5E-04***
0.001***
5E-04***

8.57E-02
NI
NI
3.21E-04
NI
6.49E-06
0.363
0.92

5.80
3.01
2.45

5E-04***
0.005**
0.01*

5.36E-02
NI
NI
8.64E-03
8.46E-06
1.82E-04
0.389
0.85

*P(> z) < 0.05; ***P(> z) < 0.001; NI: not included.

5.18E-02
NI
NI
1.33E-02
4.29E-05
1.32E-04
Intercept
Temp
Temp2
Dose
Dose2
Temp 9 Dose
Fixed effects (regression coefficient)

z-Score
z-Score
post.mean

Geno
Geno 9 Temp
Geno 9 Dose
residual
Mortality
Random effects (variance)

Table 2 (Continued)

DIC

r2/rp2

P (> z)
z-Score
post.mean

0.26
0.13
0.13
0.48
2.14E-02
1.10E-02
1.08E-02
3.95E-02
0.07
0.42
0.19
0.32

r2
r2

6.96E-03
4.15E-02
1.83E-02
3.20E-02

137.27
130.76

r2/rp2

P (> z)

post.mean

0.16
0.15
0.18
0.51
1.04E-02
9.49E-03
1.17E-02
3.29E-02

r2

236.89

r2/rp2

P (> z)
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DDT (control vs. Dose) and to temperature stresses
(25 °C vs. stressful temperatures).
The eigenanalysis of these matrices showed the
Raleigh population as bearing the greatest amount of
genetic variation for all subsets of conditions followed
by the Tasmania and finally the Queensland population
(Table 3). Furthermore, the variation along the first
eigenvector of each G-matrix or effective dimension,
corresponding to a measure of genetic variation most
readily available to selection, represented at least 49%
of the total genetic variation in any population for any
set of conditions (effective dimension maxk/Σk < 2).
The tests performed on G-matrices for each subset of
condition showed differences in matrices structure
across populations (Table 4). Both the Mantel (correlation) and random skewers tests (response to perturbation) showed Queensland as the most differentiated
population, whereas Raleigh and Tasmania populations
were more similar. Strikingly, the G-matrices in the
most stressful set of conditions (with DDT or for temperatures of 20 °C or 30 °C) were systematically less
similar than in more benign conditions (no DDT or
25 °C). This suggests that stress tends to promote different reactions for populations that have different resistance levels.
We next tested the presence of a common subspace
between matrices which indicates that the pair of populations compared can evolve the same trait values. The
G-matrices measured in the absence of DDT overlapped
the most, whereas those measured in the presence of
DDT had a reduced common subspace (a greater P
(< rand.) in Table 4 indicates that the observed value is
smaller than in the randomized data and thus the overlap is smaller than expected by chance). The analysis of
the angle between the first eigenvectors of these
G-matrices shows the same general pattern as for the
volume of the common subspace. For the tested range
of condition, these results showed that the presence or
absence of DDT led to strong differences in how traits
respond within population but far less so temperature.
When comparing populations, the G-matrices for the
Raleigh and the Queensland populations always
showed the greatest angle, further emphasizing the difference in the nature of the genetic variation available
to respond to environmental stress in these two populations. Overall, these results show the populations tested
reacted differently under stressful conditions induced
by DDT or temperature, even with similar trait covariation structure in benign conditions.

Discussion
The Physiological response to DDT and temperature
across populations
This study shows that insect activity measures through
Drosophila Activity Monitors captures highly heritable
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0.6

0.6
Mean correlation among traits
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Raleigh
Tasmania
Queensland

0.1
20°C

25°C
30°C
Temperature

0.0

0.0

0.1

Mean correlation among traits
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

0.7

0.7

Fig. 3 Response landscape for the models reported in Table 2 for the three populations. The 3-dimensional surfaces represent the variation
for the gradient of fixed effects (DDT dose and temperature) and the heatmaps, the within-population genetic variation as random effects
(genotype, genotype-by-DDT dose and genotype-by-temperature). For each combination of trait and population, the x- and y-axis of the
surface and heatmap are represented on the same scale. The z-axis of the surface for each trait is identical across populations.

CT

LD
MD
DDT dose level

HD

Fig. 4 Mean genetic correlation
between traits (early activity, later
activity and mortality) along the
temperature gradient (left panel) and
the DDT dose gradient (right panel).
The correlation was computed using
Pearson’s moment correlation using the
solution of the mixed-linear model for
each genotype. For each temperature,
all traits measured for all DDT dose at
this specific temperature were
combined; for each DDT dose, all traits
for all temperatures at this specific dose
were combined. CT: control; LD: low
dose; MD: middle dose; HD: high dose.
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Table 3 Sum of the eigenvalues and ratio of the maximum eigenvalues to the sum of all eigenvalues. P (< rand.) indicates the probability
of the observed data to have a value inferior to those obtained through randomization and is used as empirical P-values. All significance
levels were calculated using five sets of MCMC solutions times five replicates of 1000 randomizations.
P (< rand.) for pairwise
comparison
Subsets of conditions

Population

Σk

All conditions

RAL
TAS
QLD
RAL
TAS
QLD
RAL
TAS
QLD
RAL
TAS
QLD
RAL
TAS
QLD

429
215
65
92
63
31
337
151
34
192
65
24
223
149
41

Control No DDT

DDT dose > 0

25 °C

20 °C/30 °C

vs. RAL
826
065
959
442
762
305
383
304
655
736
968
934
584
097
230

P (< rand.) for pairwise
comparison

vs. TAS

0.113
0.001***

0.003***

0.220
0.021*

0.080

0.104
0.001***

0.001***

0.069
0.008*

0.028~

0.198
0.001***

0.002***

maxk/Σk
1.32
1.35
1.95
1.27
1.20
1.09
1.26
1.28
1.77
1.22
1.23
2.02
1.41
1.32
1.97

vs. RAL

vs. TAS

0.513
0.871

0.899

0.339
0.220

0.255

0.520
0.917

0.803

0.484
0.987*

0.966~

0.367
0.761

0.931

~P(< rand.) < 0.05; *P(< rand.) < 0.01; ***P(< rand.) < 0.005.
Table 4 Mantel, random skewers and Krzanowski subspaces tests for proportionality and identity between G-matrices. P (< rand.)
indicates the probability of the observed data to have a value inferior to those obtained through randomization and is used as empirical
P-values. All significance levels were calculated using five sets of MCMC solutions times five replicates of 1000 randomizations.

All conditions

Control No DDT

DDT dose > 0

25 °C

20 °C/30 °C

RAL
RAL
TAS
RAL
RAL
TAS
RAL
RAL
TAS
RAL
RAL
TAS
RAL
RAL
TAS

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

TAS
QLD
QLD
TAS
QLD
QLD
TAS
QLD
QLD
TAS
QLD
QLD
TAS
QLD
QLD

Mantel

P (< rand.)

Random
skewers

P (< rand.)

Sum of
subspace

P (< rand.)

Angle of
subspace

P (< rand.)

0.83
0.39
0.48
0.89
0.66
0.73
0.84
0.42
0.41
0.95
0.55
0.63
0.84
0.38
0.47

0.366
0.962~
0.998***
0.449
0.907
0.977*
0.402
0.951~
0.998***
0.081
0.627
0.949
0.563
0.977*
0.998***

0.77
0.46
0.51
0.84
0.71
0.73
0.80
0.50
0.51
0.92
0.63
0.68
0.80
0.44
0.52

0.347
0.961~
0.996***
0.423
0.862
0.963~
0.410
0.944
0.998***
0.053
0.642
0.927
0.451
0.987*
0.994***

3.33
2.71
3.28
4.16
4.52
4.39
3.43
2.82
2.36
4.33
3.52
3.57
4.17
3.69
3.67

0.459
0.964~
0.787
0.593
0.056
0.161
0.795
0.842
1.000***
0.347
0.839
0.616
0.137
0.642
0.482

4.823
10.161
4.375
5.45E-07
1.21E-06
8.36E-07
2.369
10.388
2.610
0.011
0.014
0.009
0.353
3.830
1.552

0.325
0.231
0.735
0.806
0.786
0.682
0.324
0.016*
0.415
0.665
0.757
0.855
0.834
0.254
0.650

~P(< rand.) < 0.05 or > 0.95; *P(< rand.) < 0.025 or > 0.975; ***P(< rand.) < 0.01 or > 0.99.

traits that are sensitive enough to provide novel
insights into insecticide biology (Denecke et al., 2015).
Both DDT and temperature stress trigger increased
activity. However, the response to DDT exposure leads
to an early reaction, whereas temperature leads to a
later one. This is coherent with the mode of action of
DDT, which causes nervous system misfiring, whereas
the response to temperature may first involve activity
reduction before triggering escape past a time threshold
(Hoffmann & Parsons, 1997; Dillon et al., 2009; Ma &
Ma, 2012).

Interestingly, we detected a significant interaction
between the DDT dose and the temperature for all traits
analysed in all three populations (Table 2). Such a
modulating effect of the temperature on insecticide
action has been reported for five of seven insecticides
tested in the larvae of the grasshopper Melanoplus differentialis (Thomas) (Amarasekare & Edelson, 2004) and
for an organophosphate insecticide in the damselfly
Ischnura elegans (van der Linden) (Janssens et al., 2014).
A temperature effect is also illustrated by the reduced
efficiency of malathion on the mosquitos Culex restuans
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(Theobald) and Aedes albopictus (Skuse) at 20 °C
compared to 25 °C and 30 °C (Muturi et al., 2011).
These mosquito results contrasts with our Drosophila
results to the extent that mortality was highest at 20 °C
in our study. This discrepancy may be due to the
respective mode of action of DDT and malathion or the
way the different species have evolved to overcome
them. Malathion is an insecticide blocking acetylcholine
esterase activity, and resistance in field populations is
often associated with target-site resistance. Conversely,
DDT acts on sodium channels and resistance in D. melanogaster is mostly mediated by P450 detoxification and
so higher temperature may increase the insect
metabolic rate and thus the detoxification efficiency.
Altogether, our finding joins the body of literature
reporting that the insect response to insecticides
depends on temperature and reinforces the possibility
that different genetic architectures may arise from
insecticide pressures in different environments.
Heterogeneous selection for resistance across
populations
The three populations examined in this study exhibited
substantially different resistance levels; from the more
sensitive Raleigh population to the highly resistant
Queensland population. They differ in the degree of
interaction between DDT and temperature; with the
Tasmania population being the most plastic. They also
differ with respect to genetic variance for the traits
examined; with the Queensland flies exhibiting less
genetic variance for all of them. Although the molecular variation present in the natural populations of origin
might have been different, this is striking considering
the initial population from which the Queensland
population was sampled exhibited high variation for
the 3-h knockdown phenotype (see Materials and
Methods). Given that the Queensland flies in this
study, like those sampled in a prior study by Schmidt
et al. (2010), have a higher frequency of the DDT resistance alleles at the Cyp6g1 locus, it is our contention
that all these population differences can be attributed
to selection for insecticide resistance depleting variation
at resistance loci and possibly on other correlated traits.
Given the equivalent levels of neutral standing variation present in all three populations, a bottleneck or
founder effect of the resistant genotype alone (Piiroinen
et al., 2013) is unlikely to have generated the pattern of
genetic variation observed. So we propose that there
has been an indirect shift in the genetic architecture of
traits such as has been reported in the case of the resistance of the moth Choristoneura rosaceana (Harris) to
various classes of insecticides wherein multiple life history traits were affected (Carriere & Roff, 1995).
The Queensland population shows extreme levels of
resistance and limited temperature plasticity, and also
has a much higher frequency of the most resistant

Cyp6g1 haplotypes. In the activity assays reported here,
all the lines bearing the most derived Cyp6g1 alleles (i.e.
BP and BA haplotypes) show predominantly ‘flat’ activity profiles (Gr. 1 and 2 in Fig. 2a) which differ from
more susceptible fly lines that exhibited an early burst
of activity (Gr. 5 in Fig. 2a; Table 1). Whereas this
study reaffirms that large effect alleles at the Cyp6g1
locus contribute to DDT resistance, it also implies that
other loci contribute to DDT resistance and the associated temperature plasticity. Specifically, the Tasmania
and Raleigh populations have similar Cyp6g1 allele frequencies (here and in other studies: Catania et al., 2004;
Schlenke & Begun, 2004) yet the Tasmania population
exhibits twice the resistance of the Raleigh population
and is much more plastic. In addition, as our study
specifically used female bred under constant light, we
only investigated a subset of the potential factors known
to modulate the genetic basis of insecticide response
(Mackay, 2001; Beaver et al., 2010; Hamby et al., 2013).
In this context, our report is probably still underestimating the true extent of plasticity in relation to stress
response in natural population of D. melanogaster.
Strong genetic constraint in the behavioural
response to DDT
Our results showed no dramatic difference in the way
the three populations responded to the temperature gradient alone (Fig. S2a-c, Control column). All populations,
no matter the level of exposure to DDT, altered their
activity in response to temperature in a similar fashion:
from mostly low-activity profiles at 20 °C (Gr. 1) to
continuously high profiles at 25 °C (Gr. 4) and finally
exhibiting stress at 30 °C with an escape behaviour
through increased later activity (Gr. 3). There is thus no
ubiquitously altered response to temperature induced
by DDT resistance. However, when traits were clustered
together based on the conditions they were measured
in, differences in genetic correlations between traits
emerged (Tables 3 and 4). Strikingly, these differences
were only observed in the stressful set of conditions, in
coherence with the hypothesis that enhanced level of
additive genetic variation is favoured by environmental
stress (Hoffmann & Parsons, 1997). Insecticide bioassays
are usually conducted under standard environmental
conditions and insecticide resistance has relatively rarely
been associated with a fitness cost. However, we report
strong levels of genotype-by-environment interaction,
with activity traits showing a stronger environmental
influence of both temperature and DDT dose and mortality being more influenced by genetic factors
(Table 2). Under this type of genetic determinism,
insecticide resistance may not have an immediate
fitness consequence under benign conditions but
could
in
return
become
more
pronounced
under stressful conditions. Genotype-by-environment
interaction could therefore represent a potential mecha-
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nism for mitigating the deleterious effects (i.e. cost) of
insecticide resistance as cost would not be ubiquitous
but only be revealed under specific stress. This may also
suggest that in spite of being found in various taxa and
insecticide classes (Kliot & Ghanim, 2012), identifying
trade-offs requires testing a broad range of conditions
and may have been underestimated in the literature.
The G-matrices analysis suggested a common genetic
structure for traits across populations (Table 3) but the
stress response did not necessarily sit in the same space
(Krzanowski test; Table 4). In theory, if selection was to
act solely on standing variation, the dimension of the
common subspace between the G-matrices of the populations compared should have a volume roughly equivalent to the one of the smallest G-matrix considered
(Aguirre et al., 2014). In the analysis reported, significantly nonoverlapping spaces were found between the
most and least resistant population when exposed to
DDT. This result can be interpreted by considering that
mutations of strong effect are capable of changing the
space in which the genetic variation lies in a population
(Jones et al., 2003). Such a mutational shift is expected
in the context of resistance mutation and would lead to
defining a new space for evolution of traits. Therefore,
the Cyp6g1-BP haplotype specific to the Queensland
population potentially reflects such a mutational shift.
In this scenario, the dramatic effect of BP is constraining
the variation for activity traits through a conditionally
pleiotropic effect, only revealed in stressful conditions.
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Supporting information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the
online version of this article:
Figure S1 Scatterplot of the proportion of knockdown
after 3 h and the proportion of mortality after 24 h for
the three populations (mean of three replicates). Doses
are expressed in lg of DDT per 10-mL vial. The solid
dots represent all the genotypes tested and the coloured
triangles, the 12 genotypes chosen within each population to maximize the diversity for both traits.
Figure S2 (a–c) Count plots reporting the percentage
of times a given unit was observed in the data for each
of the three populations in each set of conditions.
Figure S3 Correlation coefficients between each pair of
quantitative traits (Early Activity, Later Activity and
Mortality) for a range of putative breakpoint in time.
The vertical red line represents the optimal breakpoint,
jointly minimizing the correlation between activity
traits and maximizing their correlation with mortality.
Table S1 Population genotype marker.
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